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Abstract:
This presentation will provide a glimpse of insights and observations of some 
fascinating aspects of birds, insects, flying seeds, marine life and many related 
historic, recent and potential technical innovations.The general features of 
nature’s evolutionary processes will be discussed and contrasted to man’s technical 
development processes. Various symbiotic relationships that critically define 
nature’s designs are shown to also exist as dominate roles in man’s technical design 
processes, design motivations and industries.Often nature’s designs and design 
processes have significant size and time scale relative to the corresponding 
potential technical concepts and design application. Consequently, dimensional 
analysis, allometric scaling and similarity concepts will be used to gain some 
insight and to explore implications of some of these scale and time differences.We 
will discuss similarities between nature’s designs, functions and processes and 
between man’s corresponding adaptations, technical inventions and functional 
processes. As a classic example, we will explore an industry totally founded on 
bionic applications, the Aerospace Industry, including man’s fascinations of animal 
flight, the related struggle to fly and the ultimate successes of our flying 
machines. This example will also highlight certain psychological concepts that are 
critical elements in any design innovation or development process. Numerous examples 
of technology innovations, designs and concepts based on bionic applications will be 
discussed. Additional bionic applications examples that formed the foundations of 
many everyday activities and pastimes such as ice skating, fly fishing, pistol 
shooting and scuba diving will be presented.Various methods and unique motivations 
such as curiosity, irritation, observation, similarities, and searching for 
solutions, that have lead to bio-inspired technical innovations, will be explored. 
Biologically related technology development processes including: bionics, 
biomimicry, biomimetics, neo-bionic, pseudo-mimicry and cybernetic approaches will 
be discussed and illustrated with numerous examples. An overall supplementary 
objective of this presentation is to inspire the creative nature existing within all 
of us.
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